
MAJOR U.S. BANKS FUND CLIMATE CRISIS:  IS YOUR BANK ONE OF THEM? 
JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo 

 

MAJOR FINDING:  U.S. and Canadian major banks expanded financial backing of the "extreme fossil 
fuel energy" in 2017! 
WHAT WE CAN DO!  We all need to "demand banks end financing for extreme fossil fuels, and all 
expansion as well as ensuring that financing does not contribute to human rights violations." 
 

 
ACTIONS that each of us can take to DEFUND DIRTY FUEL and INCREASE 100% RENEWABLE! 

Do as many of these key recommendations as you can! 
 

1. Move your money if your banking or charge card companies are among the culprit banks 
funding or investing in oil, gas, coal, nuclear. (See website link below to help with divestment.) 

2. Alert your family and friends to the issue of growing US bank investments in dirty fossil fuels 
and encourage them to divest. 

3. Divest of any personal financial investments that directly or indirectly invest in the culprit 
banks or oil, gas, tar sands, coal, or nuclear companies; remember mutual funds often invest in 
more than one sector. 

4. Divest from the tar sands producers and pipeline companies. 
5. Check your retirement funds to see if you are invested in the above and tell them you want 

those removed from their portfolio (via emails to the company, calling the company, petitions 
at workplace). 

6. Engage with your bank to reduce climate, human rights, deforestation, and reputational risks 
by instituting an A-range tar sands policy, and exercise voting rights and file shareholder 
resolutions in support of this aim. 

7. Encourage your bank to invest in clean energy sectors, including business that directly makes 
products for clean energy companies or support clean energy.  

8. Ask that banks align investment policies with the objectives of the Paris Climate Accord, 
UNDRIP, and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

9. Seek robust disclosure of climate, human rights, and deforestation risks, including all financed 
emissions from fossil fuels and land use, consistent with the recommendations of the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, GHG Protocol, and Global Reporting Initiative 
guidelines. 

10. Sign petitions about and send emails to the culprit banks. Tell them why you are switching and 
tell them you will encourage others to do the same.  (Check out the DAPL suggested letter in 
the resources online in the link below.)  

 

Read the expanded article on our website which includes links to related 

articles and other resources. 

http://pdacnm/divest 


